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Super mario odyssey wooded kingdom 62

FlagView HistoryThe Wooded Kingdom Power Moon 62 - Bird Traveling the Forest is one of the Power Moons in the Wooded Kingdom. It is located in the B3 quadrant, but orbits the large platform on broodal boss fight. Bend the Iron Road halfway through point checkpoint and jump towards the railing at the bottom. Swing cappy the glowing bird flying
through the area and then jump up to collect this Power Moon. FlagView HistoryThe Bowser's Kingdom Power Moon 62 - Poke the Wooden Tower is one of Bowser's Kingdom's Power Moons. You'll find this Power Moon in quadrant B4. Bend to the main yard flag and climb to the top of the gate above you. Head East until you reach the end of the roof where
you will find a slingshot.  A slingshot fire to the floating section of the gate in the distance, where you can find a pipe that leads to a secret area.  Inside there is a set of thin paths and wooden towers you need to scale using Pokio's beak ability. Grab nearby Pokio and sing on the front ledge. Look underneath and behind you and you'll see some wooden crates
built into the wall. Drop down and smash the crates to reveal the Power Moon behind you.  FlagView HistoryThe Sand Kingdom Power Moon 62 - Secret Road to Tostarena! one of the Power Moons in the Sand Kingdom. IMPORTANT: Some portraits may not show the same purpose for everyone - depending on which Kingdom you visit first, when you
choose, different kingdoms will appear in portraits. You can find this Power Moon in the D2 quadrant, but only after teleporting from the Forested Kingdom or Lake Kingdom. If you went to the Lake Kingdom in front of the Wooded Kingdom, head to lake kingdom's courtyard flag. Hop in the lake to the south and use the portrait in the pond to chain to the new
location. If you went to the Wooded Kingdom in front of the Lake Kingdom, you have to take the Wooded Kingdom and teleport it to the observation deck and capture the Glydon. Use him to drift off the high platform above the charging stations (Quadrant C2).  When you find the Tostarena Portrait jump within teleported to the Sand Kingdom platform and find
the Power Moon. This website uses cookies to improve the user experience. We assume it's okay, but you can unsubscribe if you want. Cookie settingsACCEPTPrivacy &amp; Cookies Policy FlagView HistoryThe Wooded Kingdom Power Moon 64 - Hot, Hot, Hot from the Campfire is one of the Power Moons in the Forested Kingdom. It is located in quadrant
B2 after opening the moon rock in this kingdom. To make it curvature the Iron Mountain road station checkpoint and hop off the ledge of the parakoopa. Grab it to light the camper in the B2 quadrant to get this Power Moon. Nintendo has two collections of all Super Mario Odyssey kingdoms: power moons and coins. In this guide, we'll show you where to find
the power moons. Nintendo via Polygon How to Find All Wooded Kingdom Power Moons The Power Moons Guide brings your collections in the same order as Super Mario Odyssey. We'll cover how to make the top 48, which can be achieved after defeating all the bosses on their first visit. Power Moon #18 as well as others can only be won after visiting
other levels and beating the game first. Select this page for future updates to this guide. 1. WAY SKY GARDEN You get it by defeating the great Piranha Plant as a beat on your first quest for Wooded Kingdom. Either throw a rock at the plant, or Cappy to distract him, and then you can jump on it to beat him. 2. Flower Thieves sky garden you get this multi
moon defeated by the broodal boss of Wooded Kingdom. 3. PATH THE SECRET FLOWER FIELD You get this moon by making your way towards this kingdom's second boss. 4. Defend your secret flower field! You're going to get this multi-moon father by eliminating the kingdom's second boss. To be easily overcome, be sure to look at the small gaps in the
shade of the blocks you define. Place yourself in the middle, then stretch your legs like torn rooting, which you captured. Once you destroy the defense, stand under the center of the boss and extend your legs to attack. Do this three times to acquire this multimoon. 5. Behind the ROCK Nintendo If you go to the area above Goombas near the chain point of the
forest filling station, you will find a huge rock face and a Sherm. Capture it and shoot in the upper left corner of the rock face to reveal this moon. 6. Return way up the hill from Nintendo Head to Iron Mountain Path Station 8 chain point and jump over the metal fence to reach the area of gray blocks and rip out the root. Capture it and destroy the blocks image
to reveal your way. Enter the pipe and at the end of the 8-bit area will be the moon. 7. ROLLING ROCK IN THE WOODS Nintendo In the woods near the Odyssey, you will see a rabbit. There's a glowing rock near the rabbit. Hit Cappy a few times to reveal this moon. 8. CAUGHT HOPPING IN THE WOODS! Nintendo finds this cute rabbit in a hat in the
starting area. Chase him around and hit him with Cappy to stop him and grab his power moon. 9. THANK YOU FOR THE AWARD! Nintendo After defeating the Broodal boss, the area previously covered with poison will have Sherm tanks for you to capture. Grab one and blow through the stone wall on the left. Inside, you'll find a pot and a robot to give you a
seed. Grab that seed, put it in the pot, and climb to the top of the plant. This gives you access to the warp point of the forest filling station. Around the corner, you will see some charging stations for robots. On the right, land pound the glowing station and get a moon. 10. ATOP The Tall FA Nintendo East of the starting area near Odyssey is a high and uproot
enemies. You can reach it in a handful of ways, but the easiest is the scadking of the Summit Path area, moving south and falling down. Then you need to catch a root and get to the tree in the southeast of the forest. Hop up on small platforms and find a mom out there to crack the moon. 11. Live INSIDE a tunnel from Nintendo Head to the small plateau east
of the Odyssey, where there is a river and some uproot enemies. Grab one and follow the water source. You can reach the area with a Hammer Bro at the end of the water flow. Above it is a metal platform available when you extend the maximum height of the Uproot. (Shake the controller to go higher.) Dodge attacks on the Hammer Bro, extend it and then
jump out of the roots to reach the nuts hiding on this moon. 12. Over the CLIFF'S EDGE Nintendo Warp over the Summit Path area and drop below where the Sherm tank is. Around the corner to the southeast, you'll find a path to choose from. From there, go through the various ledge until you find a door. Inside, you'll find a handful of bars to sing from. Keep
moving throughout until you reach the van with the nuts and power moon. 13. THE NUT ROUND THE CORNER Nintendo Just southwest of the lake near Iron Path: Entrance chain point, an area with two Uproots. Fix one and walk along the narrow promenade, so you can walk along the corner of the structure. Right past the area of the crumbling blocks will
be a mother hiding this power moon. 14. Climb the rock that nut nintendo has a much faster way to get this moon that doesn't require climbing. Teleport to the path of Iron Mountain, warp point 8. Right in front of you is an area where you can jump over the metal fence, where one is rooted. Instead of capturing to destroy the blocks in that area, walk toward
the gap in the fence where the yellow pole above appears. Walk off the platform and fall directly below where the pole is, then fall again immediately during the yellow vote. You land right next to the mother where this moon is, and you don't have to do the climbing area you want to get to. 15. From NUTS to RED MAZE Nintendo Having encountered the
uproots enemy for the first time, you'll need to drive through a short maze of a handful of movable platforms and gray bricks. Instead of following the left path to exit, it keeps moving up and right. Break the nuts with your rooted head and you'll get this moon. 16. The NUT THE DEAD END Nintendo In the area where it beat the large piranha plant to explore
the P-Switch sky garden, there is a gap in the fence to the right. If you fall off and capture a uproot there, you can follow the path around a mother that has this power moon. 17. Cracked mom in a crumbling tower nintendo after activating the P-Switch that opens after With the large Piranha Plant, you will need to drive along the path made of flowers. From
there, you reach a tower through a crumbling path. At the top you'll find another P-Switch that will help you move forward and a mother that contains this moon. 18. The Nut that grew on the high fence of Warp on Iron Mountain Path, Station 8, and jump over the railing next to the flag. Throw Cappy and dive towards you (hit Y in the air, then ZL, then hold Y)
so you can land on the platform in front of you (and pictured above). Fall off the other side of the platform and turn around to find the mother. Jump and break for this power moon. 19. Fire in the Cave Nintendo After Warting Iron Road: Entrance, advance to the entrance to directly behind the rising platform in front of you. There's a room next to the entrance,
there's a scarecrow in front of us. Toss Cappy onto enter the room behind him with a Fire Bro. You have to beat him without Cappy to get the moon. 20. Hey out there, Captain Vasan! Nintendo Warp over the observation deck (or head over the Iron Mountain Path, Station 8, then go up the slope, hit the P-Switch, then make your way up the platforms to
unlock this chain) and capture the Glydon there to reach this platform to the Far East, where Captain Vaad hangs out on a power moon. 21. Love in the Forest RUINS Nintendo Adjacent Forest Charging Station chain point is an area with a handful of Goombas. Capture one and use the platform in the middle of the area to stack them. When you've had them
all, go to the female Goomba and seize this moon. 22. Inside The Rock in the Forest Nintendo You may have noticed some breakable bricks in the starting area near Odyssey. To break and get the moon in, go to the warp area of the forest filling station. Head to the adjacent area, which is the Sherm tank. From there, you can fall off the side of the area you
have to make your way back to the starting area. Bring the Sherm there, shoot the bricks and get to the moon. 23. BUY IN STEAM GARDENS Buy this from the Crazy Cap store near the Odyssey for 100 coins. 24. NUT PLANTED THE TOWER Nintendo The tower that contains the P-switches and the growing flower path leads up to Sky Garden this power
moon. After reaching the second P-Switch, there will be a small booth before the tower is topped by a mother covering this moon. 25. Stretching your legs In the tower leading to Sky Garden, at the very top you will notice a shadow in the middle of the circular part of the platform. Stretch your legs like a rooted enemy and you will be able to reach this moon.
26. SPINNING PLATFORMS TREASURE Nintendo Although it usually gets a little fancy footwork, there is a much faster and easier way to get it. If you bend the observation deck, you'll capture the Glydon and swim straight to the warp tube. at the eastern end of the platform and float downwards. Turn around to face the structure fell and you will see this tube
underneath. Enter and the moon will be inside a walnut. 27. That secret flower field bloom nintendo after defeating the boss of the secret flower field, you can head back to grab a moon. Simple use of the rotating Cappy throw moves to make these three circular spots of flowers bloom and the moon appears. 28. Rolling Rock in the Deep Woods Nintendo
Edge near the map and along the way to Deep Woods, you'll find a humble rock. Throw Cappy at him and he'll start shining. Hit it a few times and finally, the moon pops out. 29. Glowing in the deep woods Nintendo For this timed challenge, you have to throw Cappy at this scarecrow you find near the river. If you're far from the river, all you have to do is run
uphill and find a platform with a moon. We recommend repeated long jumps to get up the mountain as fast as you can to the moon before it leaves. 30. Past the peculiar pipes of Nintendo The mountain at the top of the Deep Woods, you will find a chain pipe ... which leads to multiple warp tubes. Unfortunately, the way through this puzzle tubes is random, so
for trial and error, you will eventually find the right chain pipe that will be to the moon. 31. The babbling brook in the deep forest of Nintendo This way, capture the T. rex and run up to the mouth of the river. Once there, head left and you'll see some blocks you can break the dinosaur. After it's destroyed, you'll find a glowing ground that can be minced on a
moon. 32. With hard rock deep woods from Nintendo at the bottom of deep woods, you'll see some hard rocks near one of the beanstalks. Break the rocks of T. rex to reveal the area you can ground pound on a moon. 33. The treasure is made from coins from Nintendo It can take some time, depending on how many coins you have. To get to this moon, look
for the invisible Coin Coffer that hangs out south of the chain pipe on the far wall of deep woods. Once captured, look for a small plant surrounded by coins located in the middle of the river. Begin firing coins from the Coin Coffer onto it until you produce a moon. If you run out of coins, you can always capture another Coin Coffer or find the bright spots in the
woods that will give you coins when you land pound them. 34. Under the roots of a moving tree nintendo the Deep Woods, you will find an area along the wall a few steps that lead to a lonely tree. Grab it and move it from the wall to reveal a moon. 35. DEEP WOODS TREASURE TRAP Nintendo The Deep Woods, you'll find a huge tree with a chain pipe in it.
You have to open the three treasure chests in a particular order to unlock a moon, or the mummy's enemies will come after you. Open the middle, You can right to the moon. 36. Uncovering treasure from Nintendo The river at the mouth of the Deep Woods is a robotic guarding door under a waterfall. If you're wearing the Explorer Hat and Explorer outfit, it
opens the door and gives you access to the moon. 37. WOODED KINGDOM TIMER CHALLENGE 1 Nintendo Direct from Iron Path: Halfway Point warp point is a scarecrow that can unlock this challenge. Just swing the rod, making sure to wall jump to the halfway point to make it to the top and grab it from the moon. 38. WOODED KINGDOM TIMER
CHALLENGE 2 Nintendo After defeating the boss of the secret flower field, the scarecrow appears at the Forest Charging Station. Toss Cappy on it and makes it to the top of these moving platforms to take this moon. 39. Flood pipeway Nintendo Just north of The Iron Road: Entrance chain point of a lake that hides above the chain pipe. Inside this pipe is an
area full of water and enemies. It's simple enough and all you have to do is find the moon you have to reach the exit. 40. FLOOD PIPEWAY CEILING SECRET Nintendo In the same area where you're hunting hold 39, pay attention to this platform with three coins. If you look up, you'll notice a gap in the ceiling. Make the backflip by squatting, then jumping,
and then the wall jumps into the room above to find this hidden moon. 41. Wandering in the fog Nintendo Capture the rocket from the forest charging station area to fly to a special area flying Goombas, tons of fog and five acres of shards to find. You'll find the first two directly on the platform on which you start: The first, which you run into as you move
forward, and the second on the right platform. From there, go left up the trail and you'll find the third among the flying Goombas. From there, find the lonely platform in the fog. Fly to then follow the coins to another lonely platform in the fourth shard. Go back to the starting area and head underneath to find the final shard of the platform below. 42. NUT hidden
in the tooth Nintendo While looking for the moon shards power moon 41, you will find a platform next to the starting platform. He's got three coins on the other side. As you fly like a goomba, descend from there and you'll see a mother hiding on a concrete platform under the coins. Break it into a power moon. 43. Flower Road Run Nintendo Instead of flowers
running up the big slope near the Summit Path chain point, run down the narrow path to the right as well. Behind the slope you will find a small area where you can reach a higher area by jumping a wall. From there, you'll find a door that leads to the puzzle room. Dodge Goombas and hit the P-switches to activate the flower path. Go on until the end, and you'll
find this moon waiting for you. 44. Flower Road Reach Nintendo The Process of Getting a Power Moon 43, Dodging Goombas capture one and begin stacking them. Once the flower path reaches this tower and comes out the other end, jump up and out of the Goomba stack to grab it from the moon. 45. Lift escalation Nintendo Warp to the Summit Path area
and use the flower to run up your way. Instead of going left and into the next area, stick to the right edge and you need to make your way to the platform, which is at the entrance to a puzzle room. From there, capture a Sherm and fight your way through each of the elevator floors to find the end of the moon. 46. Lift Blind Spot Nintendo In the same area as the
power moon 45, after capturing the Sherm, but before you hit the P-Switch to go down, turn around. You're going to see a block of stone. Shoot him to reveal this power moon. 47. Walking On CLOUDS Nintendo This requires a few steps. The first warp on the observation deck. From there, go to the robot to hand you a core and walk to the other end of the
deck to reach the P-Switch. Hit, and while still carrying the core, make your way to the top of the structure. From there, you will find a pot that requires the core just to download. Throw it in and climb the plant over the puzzle room. From there, make your way to the end of the series of moving platforms to this moon. 48. The clouds over Nintendo's Quest to
Power Moon 47, keep an eye out for the shadow pictured above on the last platform before exiting the puzzle room. Stretch it out as high as you can with The Rooted Accommodation to grab the moon over your head. 49. Secret Path to the Steam Gardens Super Mario Odyssey's warp paintings are incredibly disturbing. It seems to be changing the game in a
way that so far we can't explain. (In fact, we are perfectly open to the possibility that at least some of them are random, which would explain the consternation.) So we're going to do two things: we're going to show you how we found this secret path, and we're going to show you a gallery of all the curvature painting places in the game. The good news is, the
locations of the paintings don't change. However, the painting you see in a kingdom may be different. For example, we saw a painting of the Luncheon Kingdom in the Wooded Kingdom. Maybe not. If this is the case, check out the gallery below and your way to another kingdom. The Metro Kingdom Nintendo Is our game, where we traveled to Lake Kingdom
in front of Wooded Kingdom, a painting near the Odyssey warped us to Wooded Kingdom and that power moon. All painting locations in all kingdoms Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo The gallery above shows the
locations of all warp paintings in Super Mario Odyssey. There's a pattern too: The first picture shows where you're going to stand on the map opposite the painting, while the second image shows what the painting looks like. 50. Found In Wooded Kingdom Art is a tree south of the Odyssey, you can find Hint Art. Bend into the Sand Kingdom and go to Koopa,
who wants you to go around. (This is the southeast. On the map in the gallery above, the exact location.) From there, you'll have to walk all the way to the northeastern edge of the Sand Kingdom, where you'll find two shrubs that Hint Art refers to. Earth pound there is the power moon. 51. Swing Around Secret Flower Field Warp in the Secret Flower Field
and veer left as you walk past the flag and out into the open area. Climb the nearby golden pipe. Follow the wall up and above the entrance to the Secret Flower field and climb another golden pipe. Jump on crumbling platforms, swing around the bars, grab the key, hit the P-Switch and follow the flower path to the power moon. 52. Jammin' is a Wooded
Kingdom Warp on Summit Path and westbound, hopping down. Talk to Vad near the creek and he'll tell you he wants to hear Sky-high coins aplenty!. Play the number 76 above the Clouds to get the power moon. 53. Wooded Kingdom Regular Cup There is a great shortcut that will give you a great lead in this competition. Turn left from the starting line and
jump over the railing. You miss a lot of it and you come forward. Then it's just execution - and as you can see in the video above, the shortcut buys so much time that you can make more than one mistake and still win. 54. Peach is the Wooded Kingdom Nintendo Warp on Summit Path, and head ramp. Turn right, press the P-switch and follow the guests to the
top of the structure. At the top, you'll find Princess Peach and a power moon. After the moon rock Nintendo The next power moons are available after you have finished your campaign and smash the moon rock. 55. High Up in the Cave Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo This power moon, well, high in the cave that the Sphynx was originally guarded. Go through
the cave, let's take a root, and you'll return to the moon of the fortress. 56. Lost in the Tall Trees Nintendo Warp to the Observation Deck and use Cappy on the Glydon. Look down at the trees in the southwest for a wooden box. You can go there and smash that power moon. 57. Looking down on the Goombas Nintendo Warp on the observation deck and
using Cappy on Glydon. Look west at a seed sitting on top of a ledge. It will go down and smash it into this power moon. 58. High Up on a Rock Wall Nintendo Nintendo Warp on Iron Road: Entrance, and your way south (which is in front of where you chain). Use Cappy for a uprooting and jump to the top of the three gray blocks in front of the maze. Break
the core above them on this moon of power. 59. The Nut of the Robot Storeroom Nintendo Nintendo Warp on Iron Road: Entrance, and the way south (which is in front of where you chain). Use cappy for a uproot, go to the room where they planted a seed to grow the bean shank. Break the mother over the door for this moon. 60. The Iron Mountain Path is
above Nintendo Warp's observation deck and uses cappy on Glydon. Look down and northwest to see the power moon. He's going down for it. 61. The Nut Under the Observation Deck Nintendo Nintendo Warp on The Iron Mountain Path, Station 8 and capture a radical ripout. Go up the ramp, turn right, pass on the P-switch, and turn right into the turn in
front of the railing. Stretch the bash with the invisible blocks in the corner. Jump on them and re-stretch this power moon. 62. Bird's journey from the Forest Nintendo Warp to Iron Road: Entrance and North, jumped onto the platform where the P-Switch is (and picked up the purple coins on its way). Wait here until you see a glowing bird fly away. Hit him with
Cappy to get your power moon. 63. Invader the Sky Garden Nintendo Warp in shy garden tower and go up the stairs. In the arena at the top, you will find a new enemy. To defeat, capture Goombas,jump onto the big, purple center and earthly pounds as well. After a few ass-stomings, he dies and gives you a power moon. 64. Hot, Hot, Hot is the Campfire
Nintendo Nintendo Warp on Iron Road: Entrance, and heading north to find a Luncheon Kingdom fork character who says: I need fire to cook. You have to light it and for that you will need a Fire Bro. Make your way back to the area around the Odyssey and navigate up to the area at the top of the waterfall. Follow the river until you find the Fire Doer in the
gallery above. Use Cappy to capture it and then make your way back to your Luncheon Kingdom buddy. Shoot the fireball from the tree to make this power moon. 65. Wooded Kingdom Timer Challenge 3 Nintendo Warp at Iron Mountain Path Station 8, and hop over the railing to the west. Throw Cappy the scarecrow and make your way across platforms to
appear. 66. Moon Shards is the Forest Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Warp on Iron Road: Entrance, and your way through the maze. Inside, there are five power moon pieces to collect. Check out the gallery above to see their position. Our only other advice for you saves you some pain: Leave the Torn Rooting you've entered and use Cappy to
switch to the torn part inside the labyrinth. It's easier to switch than to avoid. 67. Considering: At the top of the Wall Nintendo Warp is the Odyssey, and climb the wall, which covers this area. You will see a triple key as you walk to the top of the wall. Roll down the wall, collecting all the notes along the way to this power moon. That's not a good trick, honestly.
Just try it a few times, testing how much you need to change your analog joystick so you don't fall off the wall. 68th Consider: Stretching Warp on Iron Mountain Path, Station 8 and Jump Off Over the northwest railing. Go past the scarecrow, descend again and take a root. It stretches up to the nearby ledge and once again to another ledge. Press high clef
and collect musical notes from the power moon. 69. Wooded Kingdom Master Cup Like all master cup Super Mario Odyssey, winner requires you to use shortcuts and Mario advanced moves. Here's how to do this: Immediately turn left and jump over the railing for a shortcut. Ground pounds, then jump instantly to extra height and skip vertically moving
platforms. Use the Uproot spike to skip the jump. Jump, throw Cappy, jump off cappy, throw Cappy again and dive to skip the maze. These are the dots. Press the above playback to get them all in action. I met a radical! Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Nintendo Warp on Iron Road: Entrance and capture a uproot. Go through the labyrinth, start the P-switch and
follow the path of the flower. Walk through the crumbling platforms and talk to the Hood to see the power moon. 71. Invisible Road: Danger! and 72. Invisible Road: Hidden Room Nintendo Warp is the secret flower field entrance and gives you what looks like the top of a gray chimney. Although the platforms you have to run on are invisible, there are plenty of
purple ragaca to tell you exactly where they are. Use Cappy to pick out the Piranha plants and stick to the paths where the goo is. There are two power moons to capture here: Power Moon 71: Make your way across the invisible platforms at the far end of the room and kill two large Piranha plants. Power Moon 72 (pictured above) : Make your way to the
rotating platform in the middle of the room and search the walls for a small hole. Walk through the invisible ground straight into the hole to enter the room with the power moon. 73. Herding sheep over the forest hare and 74. Herding Sheep on the Iron Bridge Among them may be one of the most frustrating power moons to collect in Super Mario Odyssey.
Watch the video above to see how we did it and read the text below for more explanation. In short, there is an invisible area around the sheep that determines where they move. Approach slowly, and when the sheep start walking, you'll be able to identify this invisible circle. Stand on the left side of the sheep and it will move to the right. Stand right for the
sheep and it'll go left. The idea is to carefully and methodically coax the sheep where they need to go. Only use cappy when you're sure there's enough room in front of the sheep to make sure he doesn't fly to his death. (Keep in mind that when the sheep lands, they will run a little bit as well.) If you hit the sheep with cappy, he'll follow you for throwing your
hat away. As you will see in the video above, we are very careful to make sure that the line between Mario and the sheep has ended on solid ground. If the is off, the sheep veer off the terrible terrible Power Moon 73: The hardest part of getting this power moon is figuring out where to hit the sheep to knock up the higher platform. The answer is when you're
on the edge. The second he looks like he's walking to his death, hit him with Cappy. Power Moon 74: Hop down the sides of the platform where you put the first sheep and enter the chain pipe. Koax the sheep in the center of the new platform, aligned with the P-Switch behind. Hit him with Cappy and run behind him as the sheep walk in the middle of the
platform. Hit him again with Cappy when he's close to the edge to get to the goal. 75. Down and Back Breakdown Road and 76. Under Demolition Road Warp on Iron Road: Entrance and enter what looks like the top of a gray chimney near vertically moving columns. We need to capture two power moons. Power Hold 75: Run past all the bullet bills at the far
end of the area. Collect the key and a power moon will return to where you started. Power Moon 76: After you collect the key, drop down side of the top level. You're going to land on a lower platform with another gigantic Bonzai Bill. Capture it with Cappy and speed your way back to the beginning of the level. While still in control of the Bonzi Bill, smash the



brown bricks inside the blue wall and find the power moon behind it. it.
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